
WHARTON APPLICATION ESSAYS 2013

Wharton has released its admissions essays and application deadlines for the admissions season. Following the trend
that we have.

Be genuine. We are happy to announce that the application is now live on our website! If there are
discrepancies between the self-reported academic work and official records, your offer of admission will be
withdrawn. Typically, the Lauder interview is conducted off-campus with a graduate of the Lauder program or
on-campus with a current Lauder student. The GRE code is:  Visit MBA Admit. Our Wharton guide has even
more content and strategic advice for crafting great essays, based on the direct experience we had in working
with lots of BSers who made it in last year!! What do you hope to gain personally and professionally through
the Wharton MBA? Lastly, all applicants may choose but are not required to complete a final optional essay
question. Reapplicants, however, must also submit one additional essay question, as outlined below. Essays
First-time applicants and re-applicants are required to complete both essays. The institutional grading scale or
other standards of evaluation, including minimum passing and failing marks and the definitions of grades
between them should appear on official records, or you should provide them as an attachment. Please note that
your new recommender will not appear on the recommendation page of your application, however we will see
the new listing when you submit your application. Close the. Reapplicant Essays If you are reapplying, you
are required to complete the requisite application essays plus the optional essay. Do not scan pictures, graphics
and unnecessary text. With respect to question 1 of the required essay set, there are two notable changes.
Essays provide an opportunity to truly showcase who you are to the Admissions Committee. Please do not
send the original copy of an academic record that cannot be replaced. I hope that everyone has been enjoying
the summer thus far or winter, for our friends in the southern hemisphere. In fact, nearly all of our students
receive some kind of financial support for the graduate degree in International Studies. Recommenders will be
asked to choose three characteristics from a list of ten that best describe the candidate they are recommending.
Their website was wrong through most of the summer. Francis J. Same single-essay app, with an optional
opportunity to submit other stuff. Use the upload feature, provided at each school listing, to submit your
self-reported transcript s. Click to view last year's questions Wharton MBA Essay Questions Almost the same
questions as last year except that they tweaked Essay 2 to match the tips that EssaySnark has been offering
BSers for a few years now! The first two rounds have no significant difference in terms of level of rigor; the
third round is more competitive as we will have selected a good portion of the class. If you or a recommender
have questions, please reach out to mbarecs wharton. You may self-report grades or marks on our Online
Transcript Template ; official documents are required upon admission and matriculation. Submit
recommendations from people who can speak directly about your aptitudes and capabilities. You could
consider it a new version of one optional essay that Wharton featured last year, which asked you to write about
an MBA course or extracurricular activity that interested you. You will be prompted to submit these items in
the online application. Following the trend that we have seen at other top MBA programs this year, Wharton
has cut its required essay count from three to two, although you will actually have more words to work with
for the first essay this year. Feel free to use the optional essay to explain any gaps in employment.


